Acknowledgment

We wish to first acknowledge our mysterious and impressive creator. The nature of this world regularly intrigues, awes and calms us, helping us feel deep and whole peace. We also want to acknowledge all the goodness and compassion in this world. Gandhi helped us realize the extraordinary power and presence of nonviolence (love and truth). Dr. King and countless others embraced his example because they deeply cared about their communities and societies; not just materially but spiritually. And last, but not least, we wish to acknowledge all who love and revere life so much that they aspire, again and again, to do it no harm or if nothing else, minimize damage and optimize balance between all.

All contributing authors deserve acknowledgment for sharing our interest in nonviolence and being willing to contribute to its vision and creation during times of ruthless, increasing insane bloodlust. Many are our colleagues; some are former students. We know all will benefit from seeing each other’s work and hope on-going collaboration results. Thanks to all who also contributed valuable peer review. We wish to extend special appreciation to authors Giuseppina Wright and Luca Dal Pubel. They went beyond the normal demands of chapter writing and provided extraordinary service.

Thanks to our IGI editor Courtney Tychinski and staff. Courtney was ever present with any need. Due to IGI vision and efforts, scholars from many countries are able to meet and co-create on cutting edge themes. Years ago, editor Erbe noticed a troubling lack of international scholarship in Western and mainstream publishing. IGI is helping to rectify this critical gap.